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NEWSLETTER Q2 2022

Dear reader,

In this newsletter, we present you eight of the investigations we published in Q2
of this year. They are a selection, you can find more publications on our
website. 

Of course all our investigations are important but in this newsletter I
recommend three in particular:

Laurens Groeneveld and Lennart Hofman, our two new defence &
security editors, investigated the problems NATO has in quickly
transporting troops and military equipment towards Eastern Europe. 
Lucien Hordijk wrote an extremely thorough report (Haggling with
Scientific Evidence) on the way the Dutch health authorities approved
three expensive centres for proton therapy, despite a lack of hard
evidence that this therapy is more effective than conventional radiation
techniques.
Tim Luimes and Tomas Vanheste revealed how the Belgian authorities
systematically ignored the long-term PFOS  pollution caused by a 3M
factory near Antwerp. They are now expanding their investigation to other
European countries, in collaboration with Le Monde, La Repubblica and
Der Spiegel.

All three stories are in Dutch but nowadays' translation software may help you
to get an impression of the contents. Should you want a full translation for re-
publication, we can provide that. 

In 'the making of', Tim Luimes gives you background information about the
investigation we did with Le Monde into the way the tobacco industry and the
American 'libertarian' movement are trying to influence EU-policies (published
november 2021).

At the end of Q2, we published our director's report and financial report for
2021. Both will give you an extensive insight in the way we try to improve our
journalistic quality and our organisational efficiency.   

As always, we hope you appreciate our work and will consider a donation. 

Sincerely,

Marcel Metze
editor-in-chief & director

Amsterdam, June 2022
 

MAKING OF

At Dataharvest 2022, The Investigative Desk presented the ‘making of’ the
cross-border project The Vapour Trail, which was published last Fall in Le
Monde and NRC. In this newsletter, Tim Luimes shares some insights on
what we did and how we did it.
 
The Vapour Trail is an investigation into ‘consumer organisations’ that stand up
for the right of the consumer to use e-cigarettes. Our investigation showed how
these organisations are actually funded by tobacco multinationals and a
network of ultra right oil billionaires.
 
Our research began with a lightshow. Next to a government building in The
Hague, this picture was projected by a ‘guerilla artist’.

With Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), we started digging into this group, the
World Vapers’ Alliance. That means that we did not rely on (anonymous)
interviews, leaked documents or anything like that. We relied completely on
publicly available information.
 
First, we looked at the website of the World Vapers Alliance. We could see that
they present themselves as an activist group, promoting the idea that ‘Vaping
Saves Lives’. We also found in the privacy statement that the WVA is actually a
part of another group, the Consumer Choice Center. And this group stated in
its Frequently Asked Questions that it’s actually partly funded by the tobacco
industry. Interesting.
 
Funding fake activist groups is called astroturfing. It’s a lobbying technique the
tobacco industry has used for decades, to fake public support for less tobacco
regulation. But that was always for cigarettes, and now they’re doing it for e-
cigarettes. This is not just deceitful to the public, but also to politicians. The
CCC actually supported a group of Members of the European Parliament, many
of whom were not aware of the ties to the tobacco industry.
 
Through U.S. tax documents for non-profit organizations, we found that the
Consumer Choice Center is not only funded by tobacco multinationals, but is
part of a right-wing universe of think tanks that promote deregulation for many
different industries. It’s part of the libertarian umbrella organization Atlas
Network, which has acted as an ally of the tobacco industry for decades. The
CCC also spun off the libertarian student association Students for Liberty,
which is in turn largely funded by the Koch network, which consists of a myriad
of different foundations, think tanks and lobby groups around the ultra right
American oil billionaire Charles Koch.
 
To understand how that network works, we relied for a large part on the great
work done by New Yorker journalist Jane Mayer in her book Dark Money.
Mayer documented how this network, called the ‘Kochtopus’ set up many
different think tanks in the United States that influence policy through deceitful
ways. It was for example largely responsible for the climate denial machine.
And these ways, we read, were very similar to what we saw happening with the
Consumer Choice Center. We found that this libertarian network, which
influenced American politics in ways that are hard to overstate, has found its
way to Europe.
 
Want to know more? Read our articles in NRC (Dutch) or in Le
Monde (English).

PUBLICATIONS

NATO'S MILITARY MOBILITY
STILL FALLS SHORT

Bottlenecks in the European military
transport network mean that NATO
cannot strengthen the eastern flank
of its territory fast enough. An
ambitious project, led by the
Netherlands since 2018, has hardly
yielded any results yet. Logistical
and procedural obstacles, such as
poor roads and weak bridges, now
hinder military equipment transports
from ports across Europe to the east.
 
This article was published in NRC on June

24th 2022 (in Dutch). 

 

RUSSIA'S STRONGEST
ECONOMIC WEAPON, PIPELINES,
WAS LARGELY BUILT BY DUTCH

COMPANIES

In late May, Gazprom ended its gas
deliveries to Dutch gas trader
GasTerra and then to Denmark.
Earlier, it had already cut  off
Bulgaria, Finland and Poland.  The
gas pipelines that are now part of the
war between Russia and Europe,
were largely built by Dutch
companies, this investigation shows.

 
This article was published on Follow The Money

on June 3rd 2022 (in Dutch). 

POISON IN THE SCHELDT – THE
ART OF LOOKING AWAY

Huge amounts of carcinogenic
chemical PFOS were dumped by the
3M chemical plant near Antwerp and
ended up in the Netherlands via the
Scheldt river. 'We did not know that
public health was at risk,' said
Flemish ministers, when asked about
their 2017 decision not to inform the
public about this contamination. This
investigation reveals that in reality
numerous signs  of the
danger were   systematically ignored
for fifteen years.
 
This article was published in Knack on March 9th

and Vrij Nederland on June 7th 2022 (in Dutch). 

 

COVID-19 - HOW EUROPE's
VACCINE DONATIONS WENT

TRAGICALLY WRONG

Covid vaccine equality remains out
of reach, as wealthy nations drag
their feet on donations, and vaccine
stocks pass their use-by dates,
write Lucien Hordijk and Priti Patnaik
in The British Medical Journal (23
May 2022).

LEYDEN DRUG FACTORY THAT
WAS SAVED BY THE STATE
WANTS ANOTHER RESCUE

Two entrepreneurs received millions
of government funds  to save the
Dutch medicine factory Innogenerics.
Now they try  to get even more
money.  Hague Corporate Affairs, a
lobbying firm, approached healthcare
organizations on behalf of the
company to sign a letter of alarm.
 
This article was published in NRC on June

11th 2022 (in Dutch)

 

HAGGLING WITH SCIENTIFIC
EVIDENCE

The Netherlands built three proton
therapy centers. Via a detour, with
scant evidence, this expensive
technology was declared to be
scientifically sound. Now the centers
don't have enough patients and there
is no way back.

 
This article was published in the Dutch Journal of

Medical  (NTvG) on June 20th 2022 (in Dutch). 

 

NEW NUTRITION POLICY OF
DUTCH MINISTRY OF HEALTH

LARGELY DETERMINED BY THE
INDUSTRY

In the fight against obesity, the Dutch
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport
(VWS) presented a new approach to
make food products healthier. During
two years, a select group of people
discussed this. VWS claimed to be in
charge of the discussion, but
research by our Investigative Lab, a
training program for young
journalists, shows that the food
industry has had a big influence on
the outcome.
 
This article was published on Follow The Money

on April 11th 2022 (in Dutch). 

 

WILL DUTCH SUPERMARKETS
GO OUT OF BUSINESS DUE TO

THE UPCOMING TOBACCO
SALES BAN? NOT AS MANY AS

THE LOBBY CLAIMS

Alarmist noises about possible ass
bankruptcies predominate in reports
about  the economic consequences
of the upcoming tobacco sales ban
for Dutch supermarkets. Of the 4,600
supermarket entrepreneurs in the
Netherlands, five hundred will
possibly go bankrupt, SEO, a Dutch
economic research institute,  thinks.
How did SEO come up with this
figure? That turns out to be a story in
itself.
 
This article was published in NRC on June

15th 2022 (in Dutch). 

 

Would you like to see more investigative journalism? Support us with a
donation!
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